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T

he BEST WESTERN PLUS Ullesthorpe Court
Hotel provides modern luxury accommodation
in what was originally a 17th Century Manor House.
Dating back to the Domesday Book, the hotel is now
a modern country style hotel retaining many of its
original architectural features. The hotel is set in 120
acres of glorious Leicestershire countryside yet only
10 minutes from the motorway network, M69 M1 &
M6.
The ideal venue for your golfing break with 72
bedrooms (including Superior & Executive Suites)
we are perfect for groups. Along with the offer of
unlimited golf, book a golf break and take advantage
of the great Leisure facilities including pool, Jacuzzi,
sauna, steam room, gymnasium, tennis court and
snooker room.
In the evening you will be treated to a fantastic
3-course meal served in one of our ambient restaurants
before relaxing with a night cap in the Lincolns Inn
Bar. For those who can’t get away from business life,
all guests enjoy complimentary WIFI.

The Best Western Plus Ullesthorpe
Court Hotel & Golf…

is located ideally in a very secluded spot in rural Leicestershire with good road and motorway links just three miles away. The 4 star
hotel has full modern facilities including the spa and health club, the golf course offers the ‘away from it all’ feeling even further.

G

olfers at Ullesthorpe Court enjoy a
peaceful existence in an attractive
oasis of countryside calm, an ideal
spot to focus on your game and lose yourselves
among the tree lined and lush fairways of rural
Leicestershire. The course is one of great variety
in terms of length starting and concluding with
two monster par fives yet also featuring no less
than four potentially driveable short fours, albeit
rather heavily defended ones. Typically for a resort
course there are generously wide fairways to go at
and a distinct lack of thick rough, although out
of bounds is a constant threat for anything too
wayward.

some nervy downhill sliders on some of the best
surfaces in the East Midlands. One attractive and
very useful quirk here is that the 150 yard markers
come in the shape of little bushes either side of
each fairway, easily viewed from the tees of even
the longest holes on the course.
The stroke index one sixth best sums up the
challenge of Ullesthorpe Court. Plenty of space
around the dog leg for your long game to avoid
the out of bounds threat. Then a downhill long
approach takes you to the ultimate putting test, a
hugely contoured and epic green, so large it may
just have a pin placement for every day of the

Members & Visitors
Membership opportunities are available in a range
of categories including add-on to include Leisure
facilities. There is no joining fee.
Visitors and Societies are welcome Monday –
Friday. Great offers through ‘winter months’
starting from £19.50pp including coffee, 18
holes & food. Book online for best green fee
rates through our website or www.brsgolf.com/
ullesthorpe/visitor_home

The main examination of your game here comes
at the sharp end, the large and speedy greens are
heavily contoured and offer a wide range of pin
positions which are tough to get near with a long
iron. Prepare yourselves for a supreme test of your
putting skills, as you just won’t be able to avoid

week! The layout concludes with a superb 18th,
long and undulating with a tough approach to
the raised green over trees and the attractive water
hazard complete with fountain.
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Our Pick: 9th hole 181 yards Par 3
The embankment of the disused railway line that
runs across the heart of the layout is put to good
use on this testing signature hole. It now acts as
a raised tee, looking down on a short hole with a
range of hazards including a pond to negotiate to
find the sanctity of the green. The correct choice
of club is vital,a trickier task due to the exposed
nature of this memorable hole.

Like us on Facebook (Ullesthorpe Golf Club)
Follow us on Twitter @UllesthorpeGolf
Contacts:
BEST WESTERN PLUS
Ullesthorpe Court Hotel & Golf Club
Frolesworth Road, Ullesthorpe,
Leicestershire. LE17 5BZ.
Tel: 01455 209023 • Pro: 01455 209150
www.bw-ullesthorpecourt.co.uk/golf
Email: golf@ullesthorpecourt.co.uk
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